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18.
FUNK MEETS  ROCK

★ FLEA:  FUNK CHOPS WITH PUNK AT TITUDE  BY K ARL  CORYAT  AND
SCOT T  MAL ANDRONE,  FROM 1992 AND 1995 INTERVIEWS ★

Flea’s personal musical interests are centered around jazz, but it’s the energy and
ethos of punk mixed with the style and techniques of funk that have driven him
and his band, the multimillion-selling Red Hot Chili Peppers. Despite three times
being voted Best Funk Bassist in the early ’90s—granted, it was at the pinnacle of
funk-rock’s ascendance—Flea would describe himself less as a funk bassist and
more as a player with an individual style, firmly grounded in punk. “My playing
has always been very physical,” he noted in 1992. “A constant whackeda-whacke-
da-whack. I don’t do it to impress people; I just play what’s fun. Understand that
my roots are in punk, which was all about playing hard, fast, and loud. As the
Chili Peppers got more and more funky, it was a natural evolution: the energy of
punk translated into the music we felt like writing.” Flea has also plied his funky
chops on such hit songs as Alanis Morissette’s “You Oughta Know” and Young
M.C.’s “Bust a Move.”

How did you first start slapping?
In high school, I saw some guy slapping on a bass, and I thought, “Wow,

that’s cool.” So I started doing it. When I got into punk, the way I slapped wasn’t
really funky; it was more like WHUM—BACKA—BACKA—BACKA! as hard
as I could, just abusing the bass. I was really into the punk ethic: Play every note
like it’s your last! You could be dead tomorrow! Play for today! You do it because
you mean it: You’re pissed, because things are twisted. And that’s beautiful—the
punk thing is so honest and sincere. Even though the music and the genre were
finished a long time ago, the intensity is still important to me. And a pretty song
can be just as intense as a hard, thrashing song.

There are a bunch of different styles mixed together in the bass line of
“Aeroplane,” from 1995’s One Hot Minute. How did you come up with the
slap part in the verses?

I was sitting in my garage with a bass Louis Johnson gave me—a Treker Louis
Johnson Signature 4-string—and I started playing that ’70s funk line. The bass
had light strings on it and had that whacka-whackita sound. It’s kind of a “been
done” groove, but it’s nice and Anthony liked it. Actually, “Aeroplane” was the
only song [on One Hot Minute] I was worried about—I thought it sounded like
another stupid white boy trying to be funky! [Laughs.] I put it out anyway, but it’s
the one thing I’d go back and fix. It was one of the few things I had to overdub.
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The part kept feeling stiff to me, as if it wasn’t my day; I wasn’t flowing with the
drums. I wanted to redo it, but Rick [Rubin] said, “It’s cool.”

What’s your opinion of the role of the bass?
It’s difficult to generalize, but I like hearing the bass when it’s really locking

in with the drums. I like it simple. I like it when it makes you want to make love—
that warm, good feeling. Very seldom do I enjoy bass playing that takes center
stage; even on a funk song where the bass is the focus, such as Funkadelic’s “(Not
Just) Knee Deep,” it’s just a funky groove—it’s not “Look at me.” Plenty of bass
players have fancy chops, but they don’t make you feel any emotions. You don’t
feel anger, fear, or love. That’s what I call “all flash and no smash,” a phrase I got
from Lonnie Marshall of the band Weapon of Choice. Lonnie’s one of the funki-
est bass players alive today—I’ve totally copped stuff off him. 

★ LES  CL AYPOOL:  EMBRACING THE  MIX  BY K ARL  CORYAT  ★
Les Claypool is one of very few rock musicians to make a name for himself with
bass in hand, but what makes him so unique is what he does with that bass: a
tripped-out goulash of wild rock and freaked-out funk techniques, whether with
the groundbreaking quirk-rock of Primus or his various other projects, including
Oysterhead, Les Claypool’s Frog Brigade, and Colonel Claypool’s Bucket of Bernie
Brains. Les isn’t shy about calling out Rush frontman Geddy Lee as one of his all-
time bass heroes, but his bass approach owes just as much to the pioneers of funk.

How did you discover funk?
One day, a friend of mine said, “Geddy Lee is good, but he’s nothing compared

to Stanley Clarke and Larry Graham.” I told him he was crazy, even though I didn’t
know who those guys were. Then I saw Stanley’s I Want to Play for Ya in a record store.
I bought it, and it blew my mind. I also saw Louis Johnson on [the TV show] Don
Kirshner’s Rock Concert, saw him go bang-bippety-bip-bang, and thought, “Man, that’s
the coolest thing!” By my junior year, I was getting way into all the funk players. Guys
would give me shit and call me “Disco Les” because I was playing all this funk stuff.

Around my senior year, I bought an Ibanez Musician EQ bass. I had always
wanted a Rickenbacker before, but then I decided the Rickenbacker was no longer
the cool bass to have. I hung around Leo’s [music store] in Oakland all the time;
they had tons of new and used stuff. One day, I saw a Carl Thompson piccolo bass
sitting there. I had stared at the photo in I Want to Play for Ya where Stanley had
all his basses lined up, and a couple of them were Carl Thompsons. I always
thought, “Man, that sure is an ugly bass.” I picked up the one in the store, though,
and I couldn’t believe it—it was so easy to play. It’s still my main 4-string. In the
’80s, it wasn’t cool to have a fancy-woodwork custom bass; it was cooler to have a
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pink one or something the color of toothpaste. So people were constantly giving
me shit for having a bass that looked like some weird piece of furniture.

Where did you pick up the strumming technique?
From Stanley Clarke, because of songs like “School Days.” The first time I

saw Stanley shoot the ol’ chords—he’d start at the top and go pow! [mimes strum-
ming and sliding a chord down the fingerboard]—I thought that was way cool, and
I decided to do it. It hurt like hell when I first started.

Did Stanley also inspire you to start slapping?
Yeah, him and Louis Johnson. Louis’s right arm would go way out away from

the bass. Stanley, though, used minimal hand movement, and I was always into
the minimal hand-movement thing. A friend of mine told me your thumb should
just graze the string and rest against the next one, as opposed to whapping the
string and bouncing off it. My thumb got pretty fast, since I was more into
thumbing than plucking.

One thing that helped me a ton, probably more than anything in my career, was
playing with a group called the Tommy Crank Band. I had been playing fusion, and
when I played with them the first time I was like bloobilla-bloobilla-bloobilla! They
said, “Cool,” and I got the gig. I had to learn all these blues and R&B tunes; we
played everything from James Brown to John Cougar. A lot of the time I overplayed,
and everyone else in the band was always clamping down on me to mellow out. By
playing these tunes four hours a night, three to five nights a week, my groove got real-
ly good, and I learned to improvise and pull off songs we hadn’t even rehearsed.

★ ROBERT  TRUJILLO:  INFECTIOUSLY FUNK Y
BY K ARL  CORYAT  AND BILL  LE IGH  ★

Robert Trujillo grew up listening to his mother’s Motown music and his father’s
roots rock: That explains why he became a natural at funk-rock bass. These days,
as a member of Metallica, Robert Trujillo has largely put his huge thumping
thumbs on the shelf. But when he joined perennial hardcore outfit Suicidal
Tendencies in 1989 and helped form funk-rock offshoot Infectious Grooves,
Trujillo had one of the hardest hitting thumbs in the business. 

From a 1994 interview:
Do you have different approaches playing with Infectious and Suicidal?
With Infectious I have to concentrate a little harder live, because the bass and

drums really carry the band. With Suicidal, everything’s centered around the rhythm
guitars and the drums; it requires a little more simplified—but equally intense—
style, with a lot of slapping but not much popping. When I slap with Suicidal, I do
it just to get a percussive effect; that way I’m complementing the rhythm and it
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sounds heavy, but it doesn’t step on the guitar. I just let the bass add color.
How did you get started playing bass?
My dad played flamenco guitar, and when I was about eight years old I start-

ed messing around with his guitar, playing it with just two right-hand fingers.
Later I had a cousin who turned me onto Parliament/Funkadelic, the Ohio
Players, and James Brown. That got me moving toward bass. When I was 18 I got
my first real bass—a Kramer with an aluminum neck. By then I had started exper-
imenting with slap. I wasn’t very good at it, though; I would practice and practice,
and then I’d listen to Larry Graham and get frustrated. That stuff was like Japanese
to me—so I decided not to learn bass lines note-for-note. I realized music like that
was based on feel, so I decided it was more important for me to develop my own
feel. I knew a lot of people took things from records, but I decided I wanted to
take ideas and use them my own way.

From a 2008 interview:
You’ve got these monster slap chops that you used for years with Suicidal

and Infectious, but between Ozzy and Metallica, you haven’t really had the
chance to use them. Do you miss it?

I do. With Metallica I play pretty hard, and some of my fingering technique
is almost borderline slap, but just with the fingers. There’s a lot of fretboard attack
and digging in, much the same way as if I were hammering down with the thumb.
People tend to think Metallica fans or metal fans are very strict about what they
like, so, you know, I’d better not bust out the thumb. “Seinfeld in the house,” that
kind of thing. But sometimes I incorporate some slap stuff in a little bass jam I do
before “Orion,” and the fans actually dig it.

I wasn’t slapping at all for a while, but in the last year I’ve been reuniting with
my thumb and my slap technique, and it feels good. I use it when I’m messing around
at home, recording grooves and ideas. The slapping I tend to go for nowadays is on
the B and E strings, with a lot of percussive stuff going on. I like to keep it funky but
heavy, with the attitude of a metal player hammering down the heavy. I love Larry
Graham; I mean I’m an absolute fan. As funky as he is, to me he’s really a heavy play-
er. He’s pure metal. If he wanted to, Larry Graham could play in Metallica.

★ F ISHBONE ’S  NORWOOD F ISHER:  THOROUGHLY UNHINGED 
BY CHUCK CRIS AFULL I ,  FROM A 1996 INTERVIEW ★

They call it nutmeg: the wild, adrenalized mix of punk, funk, thrash, and ska
L.A.’s Fishbone has been pumping out for years. From their eponymous 1985
debut EP—the one that got revelers of all sorts grooving along with “Party at
Ground Zero”—the band has demonstrated a unique ability to meld monster
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chops, imaginative arrangements, heavy lyrics, and a cartoonish sense of humor
into one fine, genre-jumping musical rush. 

Fishbone began as a family affair, with Norwood kicking out jams alongside
his brother and bandmate, drummer Philip
Fisher, a.k.a. Fish. It started shortly after a young
Norwood had a revelation in which he realized his
duty in life was to pick up a bass guitar. “A cousin
took us to see Larry Graham—our very first con-
cert,” he remembers. “I was about six years old,
and we sat in the next-to-last row at the Shrine
Auditorium. The lights were shining down on the
stage, and this beam was coming off Larry’s bass.
It hit me in the eyes, and I felt like I was chosen to
do what he was doing.”

Another bit of serendipity gave Norwood his next step in bass education.
When a cousin’s aunt banned the playing of Funkadelic’s America Eats Its Young in
her house, he brought his records to Norwood’s house, where Mother Fisher had
a much more liberal in-house musical policy. “Those P-Funk records made a big
impression on me,” Norwood smiles. “I could just feel the music changing me.”

“The same cousin who brought over the Funkadelic records also had Iron
Butterfly, Chicago, Led Zeppelin, Sly Stone—we were listening to everything, and
nobody ever told me there was anything wrong with that. Come to think of it,
though, I do remember being in the car with the cousin who took me to see Larry
Graham, and when some Sly Stone came on the radio she said, ‘Turn this rock
shit off.’ I said, ‘It’s Sly—he’s as black as us.’ She didn’t want to hear it, and I
thought to myself, This is exactly what I need to listen to—stuff that gets people
upset. It’s beautiful, because now I know there are young black women who would
say the same thing when their kids listen to Fishbone.”

Norwood’s parts are formidable, lightning-fingered constructions that man-
age to energize the band’s grooves without ever sounding overly busy or willfully
complicated. His bass lines tease around a groove, never landing in obvious places
but also never pulling away from the beat. Fisher doesn’t demean the band’s
wicked grooves, but he admits his parts aren’t always entirely premeditated. “I play
some ridiculous shit!” he grins. “I love this music, but sometimes I’m just laugh-
ing my ass off when we’re recording. I listen back to some of those odd notes, and
the only explanation I have is I didn’t know what I was doing. I let myself get crazy
without thinking too hard about it. I’m also usually the first one to say I should
do my part over—but sometimes if you listen to the odd notes for a while, they
don’t sound like mistakes. Give ’em a chance, and they get kind of funky.”
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